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SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Successfully Run Your Sage Software Microsoft Azure

How we do it

Choosing Sunesis Consulting to migrate Sage 50, Sage 300, Sage Evolution or Sage X3 means you get all
of the benefits of the cloud and eliminate many of the drawbacks of on-premise accounting software.
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Businesses worldwide are changing the way they deploy and consume software, moving away from
on-premise applications to the more convenient and cost-effective cloud options. Small-to mid-sized
enterprise businesses can now leverage the power of ERP and CRM workloads with hybrid and cloud-only
deployments.
Running on-premises accounting software often attracts many challenges and the Sage software
migration to Azure aims to address these challenges.
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Understand your current Sage setup.
Creation of a high level architectural design, roadmap & costing
for moving Sage on-premises to Azure Cloud.
Understanding your needs for automated reports and
dashboards from Sage using Microsoft Power BI.
Executing a Proof of Concept to validate technical feasibility and
user experience from Sage on Azure.
Migration of Sage to Microsoft Azure.
Maintenance and support.

Key Benefits
Access centrally from anywhere as you also run fewer
instances of Sage for the whole organisation.
No need to have multiple branch / country / outlets
instances of Sage. Get real-time access to data and reduce
manual consolidation efforts.
High Availability & Security
Azure is able to address many of your pain points. By
hosting Sage on Azure servers and accessing it over the
internet means there’s no need to buy, set up, configure,
or maintain dedicated Sage server hardware on your
premises.
Get Real-time Business Insights from Sage
Backed by over 16 years of experiece in bulding reports &
dashboards using Microsoft Power BI, we help you to get
insights on your Sage data and make Sage work better for
in decision making.

Minimum Requirements
• Azure Subscription
• Sage license
• SQL Server

Azure Cloud Server Specifications
• 1. 2.0 GHz processor for single user and multiple users
• 2. 4 GB of RAM for max of 4 users and 8 GB of RAM for
more than 4 users
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Ready to get started?
Let’s talk.
Who to
contact?

Francis Mukaha
Technical Consultant
francis.mukaha@sunesiskenya.com
0716 568899 |

